
3: Overdubbing & Quantizing 

INTRO 

It was spontaneously composed as I was playing it. And then I added a couple 

of other overdub textures on top of it after the fact. But it's one of those things 

where I wouldn't be able to sit down and specifically write that. That's just what 

came out. 

Dweezil Zappa 



INTRODUCTION 

First pioneered by the inventor Les Paul, overdubbing allows the performer to 

add additional recordings and parts onto their song, one or more tracks at a 

time. Editing and Quantizing allow the producer to change the timing of the 

notes and sections to create a tight, professional sound. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

From this lesson, students should be able to:  

• Overdub additional parts and tracks to complete their production

• Edit and Quantize the notes and clips to improve their  performances

• Use the DAW interface to manipulate effects like Reverb & Delay

10-15 MINUTE LESSON INTRODUCTION

Open the demo session and play this weeks finished demo track for the class.  

Solo and Mute the tracks to demonstrate the differences between the song with 

the drums, bass and synth, and the more complete production with additional 

tracks and effects. 



This allows the students to see how they can improve their own productions with 

additional tracks and effects. 

TEACHING TIPS 

Every group is different, and not all will have skilled musicians to add overdubs. 

If you have any particularly talented musicians, encourage them to move around 

between groups, adding parts and creativity to a variety of projects. This will 

showcase their abilities and elevate the level of every groups production. 

GUIDED DISCUSSION 

Video Lesson: Week 3 - Overdubbing and Quantizing - GRAMMY-BBTTC 

Play the video for the class to demonstrate how the demo was created. After 

watching the video as a class, have the students work in groups for the Hands 

On Experience. 

VIDEO: Overdubbing and Quantizing 

https://youtu.be/8TKks8zEQW8


HANDS ON EXPERIENCE 

Have the students work in their groups in the studio or lab until the last 5 

minutes, creating their own examples of the topics covered in the video 

lesson. 

Instruct the Students to: 

• Collaborate with their team to overdub additional layers and tracks, and

begin exploring the use of reverb and delay effects to their track.

• Try different sounds and add a chord/synth track to their song

• Find another sound to add a Melody line on another track

• Adjust any notes that need their time or pitch corrected

• Have each group play their finished work for the class.

• Ask them why they choose specific sounds, and what inspires them

about their choices.

5 MINUTE LESSON SUMMARY 

Briefly review the concepts of MIDI discussed in the videos by 

asking the students to point out something they discovered or 

learned. 

Take the time to have each group play their work-in-progress for the rest of 

the class. Encourage their efforts and point out any elements that they 

created that get a response from the rest of the class.  

Assign the students to watch the following videos before the next class 

meeting, and come to class with one question prepared about a concept they 

didn’t understand. 


